GURBANI CONTEMPLATION
7
ਕਰਉ ਜਤਨ, ਜੇ ਹੋਇ ਮਿਹਰਵਾਨਾ ॥

KARO JATAN JE HOEY MEHARWANA
(I can only make an effort if the Lord be merciful)

‘KHOJI’

KARO JATAN JE HOEY MEHARWANA
(I can only make an effort if the Lord be
merciful.)

If the Lord be kind to me, then alone I can make an effort to meet
Him
562
Gurbani’s this verse has two parts: –
1
2

‘Make an effort’
‘If it pleases Him’

To explain the deeper meaning of ‘make an effort’, some
thoughts are presented here.
The Sun is always Illuminating, and it has been emitting sunlight
spontaneously since the beginning.
Thus, this illumination is –
A Godly gift
Infinite
Unlimited
Continuous
Spontaneous
Warming
Comforting
Life Sustaining
Energy Sustaining
Light Form
Darkness Dispeller

1

1

Indiscriminating
Pure
Ever Present
For this sunlight’s illumination we have never –
Given any thought
Made any Scheme or Planning
Made a demand
Made any extraordinary effort
Paid any price
Whenever we are away from this divinely gift of sunshine, in it
there is no fault of the ‘sunshine’ or its source the ‘sun’.
When for some reason we are hidden from the ‘sunshine’, we
separate ourselves from the ‘sunshine’s comforting virtues. And
when we again come into the ‘sunshine’, we enjoy its comforts of light
and warmth.
To come out of ‘darkness’ and go into the ‘sunshine’ is the
making of our ‘effort’.
Hence, when we are in the presence of Akal Purkh (Timeless
Being) or ‘remember’ Him, we spontaneously receive all His gifts and
we enjoy the unique Divine presence’s warmth and love elixir.
And exactly in the opposite, when our mind ‘forgets’ and turns
away from our Source, the Timeless Being, we are divulged of all the
Divine gifts and suffer pain in the darkness of worldliness.
By forgetting the supreme Lord, all the ailments cling to the man. The
non-believers in the Omnipresent Lord suffer separation from Him, birth
after birth.
135
He, who forgets his Creator-Lord; he wanders about burning and ever
remains fiery-tempered.
Him, the ungrateful one, no one can save. He is cast into the terrible
hell.
1086

2

Pain afflicts him who forgets the Lord's Name.

212

Hence, to ‘enjoy the Elixir of Divine Illumination’ or to be
‘separated from it’, is the result of our own ‘effort’ or say that,
‘Contemplation of the Lord’s Name’, is the hidden key to Intuitional
enlightenment. In other words ‘remembering’ the Timeless Being, or
‘Simran’ (Word Contemplation) is the key to the Naam’s treasure of
Divine gifts of the Divine -Realm.
O my darling friendly soul! By repeating God's name the Divine light
shines.
80
Contemplating whom all the pains are eradicated,
and all the comforts come and abode within the mind.
1148
When I meditate on Thee, O Lord, then I am blessed with the home of
peace.
1141

However, it is necessary to unravel a deep and important
mystery here.
Religious acts or rituals performed in our ego in the three
attributes of Maya are an –
Effort –
not the result
Method -

not completion

Journey -

not destination

Knowledge -

not Intuition

Labor -

not Guru’s Grace

Ladder -

not the top

Classes -

not degree

Action -

not the result

Fruit -

not juice

Flower -

not fragrance

Bulb -

not light

The Bounteous Lord has kept the bounties in His hand and He gives
these to him alone, whom He likes.
604
This is the Lord's cup of Love. He gives it to him, whomsoever, He wills.
947

3

However, influenced by ego we are so blinded by the worldly
glitter that we have totally forgotten the Lord the giver and regard our
egoistic efforts by itself to be the fruit.
As long as this mind is disturbed by waves, man indulges in great pride
and ego.
He relishes not the Guru's word and loves not the Name.
His service becomes not acceptable and fretting, fretting, he feels
miserable.
1247

In reality the fruits are a spiritual blessing which is received
through the Satguru from the Source. We the egoistic beings have no
interference or power in it. This is entirely Guru’s Grace.
I have no power to beg and no power to give.

7

without Thee none has ever attained such power.
With Thy grace they are procured No one can obstruct and stop.

9

The gift is in the hand of the Giver. We receive it at the Guru's Door.
33

When a child is born, the parents start planning for the child’s
upbringing, pleasures, education, marriage, making a living, etc., and
keep giving him blessings and good wishes for their whole life. It has
been observed that the mother acquires napkins, feeding bottle, etc.,
before the child’s birth. It is evident from this, that just after conception ,
the feelings and worry for the child’s wellbeing ‘sprout’ up in the
mother’s heart. This means that immediately upon conception,
according to Divine Will, all arrangements for the child’s ‘wellbeing’
naturally start happening. Thus, the inlaid Divine Will for the being’s
creation, development and sustenance is in full play, unmistaken and
spontaneously.
He, who made, adorned and bedecked thee,
and He who preserved thee in the fire of the womb.

4

Who he in thy childhood gave the milk to drink.
And He, who in thy prime of life gave thee food, comfort and
understanding,
and who, when thou grew old, settled relation and friend on thee,
to put food, into thy mouth, when thou was seated.
266

Likewise, the complete Divine Will is inscribed in a
plant’s seed for its sprouting, growing and blooming.
This ‘inlaid Divine Will’ is not only sufficient for
happiness of the being’s worldly life but is also helpful for his
spiritual life and implores and guides him towards his ‘Source’,
so that he can comprehend and learn to abide by this ‘inlaid
Divine Will’.
The reason for a ‘beings’ sufferings and pain in life is that
he has forgotten his Divine Mother-, the Lord, and forsaking
the inlaid Divine Will, through his ‘ego’ functions intellectually
by his own will.
He who walks according to his own will, O brother is separated from the
Lord and bears blows.
601
Say, who has ever obtained peace, by walking according to his own
will? The blind man does blind deeds.
1287

The crucial point is that this ‘inlaid Divine Will’ for every
Being is Life sustaining
One’s own religion
Complete Divine Law
Comfort in this world
Comfortable in the next world
Seed for Intuition within
Sprouted itself within
Like warp and weft interwoven
Integrated profusely, brimful
5

Independent of external religions
Is beyond rituals
Is beyond the grasp of intelligence
Is Blessing
Is Grace
Is Mystery
Is Infinite
Is unmistaken
For example in the seeds of all the vegetation, according to
the inlaid Divine Will, the plants grow, bear fruit, but each has
different branches, leaves, height, color, taste and life duration.
The vegetation and 8.4 million species due to their limited
intellect cannot use their wisdom or means and methods. Hence,
they live by the inlaid ‘Divine Will’ spontaneously and
unconsciously.
The 8.4 million species ‘abide by the inlaid Divine Will’
and are innocently moving towards their own center, i.e., God
and the spontaneous evolution of their souls is happening. This
is their ‘inlaid religion’ and for their liberation, no other religion
or preaching is needed. These species due to their ‘abiding by the
Divine Will’ are unconsciously progressing towards their
Invisible, Everlasting, Infallible True religion.
These species are not Hindus, Muslim, Christian, or Jewish.
But, only according to their Creator’s blessed forms, are living by
their ‘True religion’ according to the Divine Will.
Man has besmirched so much in the ‘mind-boggling’
Maya’s search and its miraculous plays that he has totally
6

forgotten his Creator Lord and the inlaid ‘Divine Will’.
Instead of abiding by the Divine Will, man is wrongfully
using his freedom and sharp intellect, due to which he comes
under the law of Karma ‘As you sow, so shall you reap’ and
suffers the consequences, but he blames it on God and others. In
this manner he deceives himself and keeps going downhill.
The human beings have forgotten their Creator and His
inlaid comforting Divine Will due to which their miserable
plight has become like ‘Separated from the Source bears
strikes and suffers’.
That is why only to the human beings –
1. Remind the existence of Spiritual ‘Mother-Father’, the Lord
2. Teach the lesson of abiding by the Divine Will
3. Return to the Divine ‘Mother-Father’ Lord’s comforting
bosom, according to the need time after time different
religions came into being.
In this manner God, from the beginning time after time brought
into the world Gurus, Divine Incarnations, Saints, Enlightened Souls,
Beloved Gurmukhs; who according to the times initiated their own
religions and instilled the lesson of ‘Truthful Life’ to the people.
This entire Divine Scheme is the Lord’s expression of unlimited
Love and good wishes for His own offspring, the humans.
He pulls out of the blind world-well.
It is through love-worship that one is saved.
Of himself, the Saint-Guru is the embodiment of the Lord's body.
From the great fire, the Lord himself saves the man.
1005

However, the extrovert ritualistic religion through mind,
body and intellect is –
7

Learnt –
Understood Read -

taught
made to understand
taught

Adopted
Earned and
Inculcated
Which can only take the humans to the ‘periphery’ of
the Maya’s three attributes.
All of the above contemplation is just limited to ‘making
effort’.
Now let us contemplate deeply into ‘if the Lord be kind to
me’
The play of ‘if the Lord be kind to me’ is rather
unique, which is entirely Divine Blessing, Divine Grace.
It has been described above that immediately upon
conception, in the mother’s heart several thoughts, schemes, etc.,
naturally surge for the upbringing and betterment of the child to be
born.
Similarly, when our ‘Divine Mother’, the Lord created this
world per His pleasure and ‘Will’; simultaneously due to our being
His ‘offspring’, He promulgated the complete, thorough,
infallible and everlasting ‘Divine Will’ for our wellbeing,
upbringing and sustenance.
All other incarnations, except humans are abiding by such
a comforting, beneficial ‘Divine Will’, unknowingly, innocently
and spontaneously.
God has created man in His ‘Own image’ and given him
the power of freedom and thoughts or blessed him with profound
8

intelligence.
The ‘ego-conscious’ man indulging in misuse of the
Lord’s invaluable gifts of ‘freedom of thought’ and ‘profound
intelligence’ due to being entangled in Maya’s mind-boggling
glitter, keeps himself aloof from the Timeless Being’s
comforting Divine Will or ‘warm bosom’ and he suffers
according to the Gurbani verse ‘He who walks according to his
own will, O brother is separated from the Lord and bears
punishment’.
If someone’s child is lost, the parents suffer deeply due to
their love and attachment, and in search of the child resort to radio
broadcasting and newspaper advertising offering reward to
whosoever helps in finding the child.
Similarly, when someone forgets his Creator the Lord due
to the worldly illusion, the ‘Ever Forgiver, Ever Merciful Lord’
feels pain for His prodigal sons. That is why to bring back
numerous human beings lost in the Mayaci ‘difficult
fathomless ocean’ towards their Source, time after time Gurus,
Enlightened Souls, Saints, Beloved Gurmukhs are sent into the
world; who according to the times initiated different religions and
left their spiritual writings for our inspiration and guidance.
The great and perfect True Guru imparts instruction. The great True
Guru is beneficent to all.
96
O my friend, come thou into my home.
Thine enemies, the Lord Himself has warded off and thy calamity in
past.
678
Thine saints are the saviors of the world and seeing their sight I remain
stated.
373
Thine saints, O Lord, are the saviors of the World, are the saviors
myself to their hem
811

If someone helps a lost ‘person’ or persons to redirect
9

towards their own True Home, then Satguru also blesses that
Gurmukh helper.
Servant Nanak asks for the dust of the feet of that Sikh of the Guru,
who himself contemplates on God's Name and makes others
contemplate thereon.
306
May I be a sacrifice unto those Gursikhs who, imparting the teachings
of the Guru make another disciple meet the Guru.
VBG 12/6

Guru Nanak Dev Ji went through ten incarnations for the
benefit of the Gursikhs and Blessed us with Gurbani. The Gurbani
readings, singing of the hymns, and preaching through discourse,
are the Satguru’s Blessings and Mercy for the benefit of the lost
ones from the spiritual path. In today’s scientific world, this gift
of Gurbani is spontaneously available by Radio, TV, Tape
recorders, Speakers, etc., while sitting at home, walking around
and sleeping.
However, despite so many means, we are not fully
benefiting from these divine blessings; but due to carelessness,
lack of understanding and worldly illusion, mis-use them. As a
result our life is going down-hill even more. Clearly the reason is
that our approach towards the spiritual path or religion is –
Misguided
Superfluous
Imperfect

In other words if there is a fault-delay-blame in the spiritual path,
it is due to the shortcoming in practice or pursuit of the Satguru’s
10

Divine Will of Making Effort. The Satguru’s Blessing, like the
sunshine is Ever – Blissful, Ever Merciful, Infallible, Immeasurable,
Forever, is continuously Pervading.
Ever, ever and ever He is Merciful.

275

My True Master is ever merciful.

619

Ever pardoner art Thou, ever Beneficent, Thou O Lord, givest support to
all.
713
The Guru is the compassionate and ever forgiving.
1074
Ever merciful is my Beloved, O Nanak. Some rare one, out of millions
realizes Him.
1278

Our ‘effort’ is to present ourselves and fully ‘submit in the
Satguru’s lotus feet’ with complete devotion and love.
On the other hand the Satguru keeps showering continuous
downpour of unlimited and immeasurable Divine gifts, by virtue of
his boundless blessings.
Within him the stream of Nectar uniformly rains.
The soul drinks hears and reflect upon the Name.

102

Thou the True Bestower ever givest. Thine gifts become more and
more.
150
My Donor, Thou givest unasked for gifts, and brimful are the treasure of
Thine meditation.
437
Thou, O Lord, are the compassionate Giver over the heads of all Day
and night Thou give gifts and take care of all.
1014
Ever Beneficent is My True Guru. Whatever one desire, that fruit, one
obtains from him.
1333

Attraction, Love feeling-Love is the Timeless Being’s
‘Illumination Form’. Like sunlight is the Sun’s Manifest-Form.
That is why God is described in Bani with such word as
‘Extremely Loving’, ‘Love Embodiment’, ‘Husband’, etc.
The fascinating Lord, ornament of soul and the support of life is
supremely dear unto me.
542
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My Groom is the Lover of affection.

1306

if in the love of Beloved in him, one shall consider those as only two
steps, O Musan!
1364

It is important to remember that we humans are the
offspring of God and a spark of the Divine attraction, feeling,
love is present in us.
Says Kabir, this soul is the Lord's offspring.

871

It is through the functioning of love that its fulfilment happens.
That is why God has Created this entire Creation to fulfil His
infinite amount of love and has kept in it a ‘spark’ or a ‘rain drop’ of
this Divine Love, so that God can love His offspring, and His offspring
can respond in kind to the Divine Mother’s Divine Love, and thus can
experience the fulfilment of Divine attraction, feeling, Love.
This cosmic attraction is the Divine attraction, feeling, Love,
with which every particle of the universe is pulled towards each other
and His offspring in response to the love of the Divine Mother is
pulled towards God by an unseen, spontaneous, invisible, infallible
Divine Pull definitely and spontaneously; due to the support of which the
entire cosmos is bound together for ages and continuous to move in
the Divine Cycle.

The ‘Love String’ of this Divine pull has itself been
called ‘Naam’ or ‘Shabad’ (Wordless-Word) and its ‘natural
spontaneous’ functioning has been called ‘Hukam’ (Divine
Will), which is forever functioning in every particle of the Cosmos
as life-current which keeps the Cosmos functioning perfectly.
This ‘Love-string’, ‘Love-infection’ or ‘Love-pricking’ is
Gurprasad or Grace.
But our egoistic mind functions according to its own will,
by cramming its own intelligence, aphorism, skillfulness with the
God given intellect, and turning away from the inlaid Divine
Will, thus breaking away from the Divine Love-string.
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Hence, is separated from the Divine Mother’s warm bosom,
love, comfort and blessings.
If there is a fault in the electrical wire, the bulb turns off
and one encounters obstacles in darkness. Similarly, if our mind’s
wire of ‘consciousness’ breaks intuitionally from God’s
‘Name’, ‘Hukam’, or Life-current, our mind experiences
darkness of intellect and eluded by ‘ego’, we face obstacles and
goe through pain-suffering.
Like if, moving away from the sunlight we hide in a cave,
we separate ourselves from the warmth of the sunlight and suffer
in darkness.
If we again want to experience love of the Divine Mother’s
warm bosom, then inwards trough intuition by the soaring of ‘WordConsciousness’, it is a must to connect introvertly with the ‘Divine
Will’, ‘Word’ or ‘Life current’.
Or say, that if we want to come out of the darkness of delusion,
then we must come out of ‘Dark-dungeon of Ego’ and present
ourselves in the ‘Naam-Form’ Light of the Sun.
In other words turning our back to ‘Maya’ our mind’s
direction must be moved towards the ‘Divine Sun’ or the ‘Timeless
Being’, i.e., the turned around mind should be redirected to the
presence of the Guru. This is called submitting to the Lord’s ‘lotus
feet’.
Let us grasp Guru's protection, obey him and be happy with whatever
he does.
457
Prays Nanak, I think of God's Feet.
I have grasped the protection of the merciful Lord, the treasure of
grace.
456
If any Sikh turns towards his Guru, his soul abides with the Guru.
He heartily meditate on the Guru's feet and remembers him in his mind.
Renouncing his self-conceit, he remains ever on the side of the Guru.
Without the Guru, he knows not any other.
Says Nanak, hear, O saints, such a disciple turns towards the Guru.
919
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A disciple who walks one step towards the Guru to submit to His Lotusfeet with devotion and humility, the Guru advances to receive him by
taking a million steps.
VBG/111

For us, this is ‘making the effort’.
We are engrossed every moment, day and night, in one task or
the other all our life, but our entire ‘effort’ or entanglement is under
the three attributes of Maya.
Thou ever longest for worldly valuable,
with thy mind and mouth, thou utterest not ever the Lord's praise. 893
He makes effort for the sake of riches,
and places not his foot on the right path ever.

1151

For wealth, man makes great effort.

1252

Some rare one is spiritually oriented and makes an ‘effort’ or
endeavor towards the Truth.
A few are found to be such persons, who bear love to their Beloved.
966
All the strifes are but the extension of mammon.
Some rare one makes the Lord's Name the mainstay of his life. 1145
Only rare ones live in accordance with the wisdom of the Guru, Gurmat.
VBG 28/20

Whatever effort or endeavor the religious oriented make, these
end up to be superfluous, incomplete, hollow and ritualistic.
The religious ceremonies are all entanglements and the bad and the
good are bound up with them.
551
The rituals, religious rites and hypocrisies, which are seen, them
plunders Yama the tax-gatherer.
747
Doing millions of rituals and holy scriptures reading, he has gone astray
and cannot fathom the Lord and His Creation.
VBG 27/18

Our responsibility or ‘effort’ is to understand, realize, and
14

cultivate the Gurbani’s instructions.
The Lord’s ‘kindness’ or the Satguru’s Grace is happening
spontaneously and will keep happening, like the sunshine emanating
from the sun.
For cultivation of ‘making the effort’, Gurbani guides,
implores, and helps as follows: Other works are of no avail to thee. Joining the society of saints,
contemplate over the Name alone.

12

O Brother! repeat God's Name by fixing thy attention.
Take and depart with the merchandise of God's praises. The Spouse
shall view and be satisfied with it.
22
O My Soul! contemplate over the Name of Lord Guru.
Ever associate with the holy company of the Saints and fix thy mind on
Guru's feet.
47
Abandon thy cleverness, O good men and remember Lord God, the
king. Treasure in thy heart thy hope in one God and thine distress,
doubt and dread shall depart O Nanak.
281
O friendly saints do this work.
Abandon all else and repeat God's Name.

290

The efforts by which emancipation can be obtained,
those efforts are made in the Saints holy company.

259

Make effort, ye, very fortunate, and meditate on Lord God, the King.
Nanak, by remembering Him, ye shall have all the peace and your
troubles, pains and doubts shall disappear.
456
Singing of God's praise in the saints holy company is the highest of all
the deeds.
642
Join the holy company of saints, and contemplate, thou, on the Lord of
wealth, thus, from a sinner, thou, shalt be holy.
631
The Guru has blessed slave Nanak with this understanding that by
meditating on the Lord Master, man crosses the terrible world ocean.
670
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Says slave Nanak, night and day contemplate the Lord's Name, O God's
saints. Truly, this is the only hope for one's emancipation.
860
O mortals, utters ye only the Lord's name, then alone shall ye be ferried
across, for sure.
1349

End.
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